
ON A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRESSON
by Roger Jenkins

See this boy who comes striding brightly!
Those baggy shorts
and the belt that bind them
belonged to a bigger brother
but his smile is all his own.
He's not in school (he rarely is)
but who’s complaining?

He cradles two bottles of wine
in his skinny arms:
"Nothing special.
Not that I could read the label
even if they had one.
But when was the last time
there was wine for dinner?
Go on mister, stare!
I bet you're wondering
where little Pierre
'found' wine - two bottles too!
And why?
Dad was a soldier
and now he's come home"

See that boy go striding brightly!
Looking up (he always has done)
greeting the world with a cheeky grin

● Cartier Bresson was a famous French
photographer (1908-2004) famous for
his candid photography (ie unposed).
He pioneered the idea of street
photography and the concept of the
decisive moment.

In my portrait - which is written in poetic
form – look for the physical descriptions
and the way I show his character

● In the way he moves

● through what he says

● as well as my comments about him
(he’s not in school he rarely is)

I imagined him moving towards me (See
this boy who comes) and moving past me
(See that boy go)



CHANG by Roger Jenkins

CHANG
means elephant in Thailand
and that’s where he comes from.
We’re good friends.
When I cry ’Hup!’, he sits up,
and when I say “roll-over!”,
he rolls over.
(It’s not that he knows English,
but I crack my whip
and he knows what I mean,
so over he goes.)
He’s good at all sorts of tricks.
He can sit on his stool
and cross his legs
and stand with his feet together,
lifting his trunk
so he looks like a teapot.
Next …
I’m going to teach him to sit up
and beg for a bun.

How do you feel when you look at
this photo?

Some people find it funny and
comment on the great difference
between the size of the elephant
and the boy.

Some people think its cute, the way
the kid has his arm around the
elephant, like he’s his big brother.

I looked at the setting - the empty,
muddy field, the houses in the
distance. Not a single tree in sight.
I remembered my last trip to
Thailand and watching elephants
at work and bathing in a river.

There are two characters in this
story – which I wrote in poetic
form, although you could also
consider it a play as it is just two
speeches, two different voices,
with no narration.

I try to capture two very different
characters in the way they speak
(and even the the choice of font,
or typeface) .



How old is this man?

Where does he live?

What does he do on a
typical day?

Tell us about the bird:

● how long has he had it?

● How did he get it?

● Why is it special to him?

What does he think/worry
most about?

· Money?

· His health?

· His future?

· His past?





How old are these kids?

How are they feeling? What’s
making them feel that way?

What do they think most
about?

· Mum & Dad?

· Homework?

· What’s for dinner

· What they’re afraid of?

Write the dialogue starting
here? What’s next for them
(on the timetable?)

Choose one of the pictures on pages 5 - 8 to write a conversation)



How old are these three?

What’s their relationship?

Where is this taking place?

What is happening here?
What is the boy asking her
about?

How does she feel - about the
boy, his questions?

How did he get subch a nice
computer?

Write the dialogue (or what
he writes in his laptop).






